ggROCK is a server technology that saves you time, money, and man hours keeping your esports arena efficient and updated with all of the latest game updates, applications, and drivers.

TECHNOLOGY

- Foundational, diskless, boot solution
- Edge of the network device
- All PCs boot from one network image
- No PC hard drives needed
- Server is required

KEY FEATURES

- Faster game loading times than competitors
- Up to 50% less hardware cost
- Supports up to 100 PCs with one server
- One point of entry for all game updates
- Automated driver and game updates

NETWORK & TECHNICAL BENEFITS

- Reset PCs revert to original image
- Reduces bandwidth compared to no network boot solutions
- Lowers staff maintenance cost
- Premium player experience

CONVERSION FROM COMPETING SERVERS

- Step-by-step conversion guide
- Conversion support from services division
- Ability to use existing PXE server hardware
- Very little to zero location network changes

REACH OUT TO YOUR LENOVO REP FOR MORE INFORMATION.